See below for the Zoom chat log from the 9/16/2021 WFRN event titled Conversations about Covid-19 & Work-Family Around the Globe

Chat Log

00:13:30   Stephen Sweet:  To submit papers to the WFRN's June 23-25, 2022 conference in New York City follow this link https://wfrn.org/wfrn-2022-conference/.  Hope to see you there!
00:15:47   Clarice Santos:  Yes
00:21:55   Marissa Oliver:  Everyone please mute!
00:25:31   Marissa Oliver:  So interesting! Thank you Brendan!
00:25:55   Brigid Schulte (she, her, hers):  So interesting! Thanks Brendan!
00:26:09   Jessica Mackelprang:  Thanks Brendan 🌟 Interesting and important work.
00:36:55   Melissa Milkie:  that is amazing data!
00:37:03   Yue Qian:  Amazing!
00:37:20   Deniz Yucel:  It is great. Thank you!
00:38:22   Brigid Schulte (she, her, hers):  Wow - thanks Melissa and Leah - fantastic, as always!
00:38:38   Sarah Johal:  Have your book!
00:38:50   Leah Ruppanner:  https://osf.io/zeqrj/
00:39:08   Marissa Oliver:  Awesome research, data, AND powerpoint designs! Thanks Leah & Melissa
00:40:08   Stephen Sweet:  Congratulations on your book Leah! Send us the information on it and we will post it to the WFRN's News/Research Feed. Wonderful presentation Melissa and Leah.
00:41:46   Leah Ruppanner:  Thanks for the love y'all!! Wonderful to get to work with Melissa and her fantastic team. Here is a link to my book: http://tupress.temple.edu/book/20000000009939
00:49:15   Marissa Oliver:  Thank you Nobuko for sharing your work, fascinating!
00:57:04   Deniz Yucel:  Great presentation!
00:57:13   Sylvia Fuller:  Great presentation Yue!
00:57:26   Wen Fan:  Impressive Yue!
00:57:32   Yue Qian:  Thank you Deniz and Sylvia and Wen!
01:16:26   Deniz Yucel:  Thank you for all these great presentations!
01:18:04   Clarice Santos:  Thank you all for sharing your research - great presentations! And thanks WFRN!
01:18:05   Sylvia Fuller:  Have to leave to deal with childcare! Thanks to everyone for such interesting presentations.
01:18:37   Brigid Schulte (she, her, hers):  100 percent
01:26:37   Brigid Schulte (she, her, hers):  I totally agree with the frustration on the media shaping the narrative. As a trained journalist - you have to understand - 3 people is a trend. Look at the stories - that tends to be the pattern. 3 similar stories with 1 slightly different one
01:29:51   Melissa Milkie:  Thanks for the journalist context Brigid
01:33:25   Brigid Schulte (she, her, hers):  Interesting, I listened in to the APA’s Work, Stress & Health conference this week - there’s similar interesting discussions about what they’re calling “work” and “non-work” because researchers are really understanding that family IS different than personal life
01:34:47   Scott Schieman:  Absolutely. And what do we define as “needs”? What counts?
01:36:06   Tammy Allen:  Thanks to the organizers and speakers for such an interesting discussion.
Brigid Schulte (she, her, hers): I wonder how that sense of satisfaction changes depending on country policy context. I imagine gig workers with access to universal health care and other benefits may feel gig work is an acceptable choice vs. in the U.S., with no portable benefits.

Laura Pineault: I am curious if any panelists have any socioeconomic status and specifically, the “amount of available living space” on satisfaction and preferences for continued WFH.

Melissa Milkie: yes, very true Brigid.

Brendan Churchill: I agree Brigid - more cross-national research is in this area needed.

Sarah A Damaske: Agreed. Alexandra Ravenelle has new work out on gig work in US context during pandemic that is a bit pessimistic, Brigid.

Melissa Milkie: parents want space to work at home -- this works IF kids are at school or in care only.

Ariane Ollier-Malaterre: Thank you very much WFRN and panelists!

Leah Ruppanner: Yue, we just published this article


Leah Ruppanner: May be of interest to you about housework in China.

Deniz Yucel: Thank you for this discussion and the panelists!

Anju Philip: Thank you everyone!

Leah Ruppanner: and the role of parents

Brendan Churchill: Thanks everyone :) Thanks to the organisers :)

Stephen Sweet: Great job to everyone!!!!

Christin Landivar: Thank you for the great presentations and discussion.

Krista Minnotte: Thanks for an AMAZING set of presentations and a rich discussion!

Lakshita Bhagat: Thanks for putting together this wonderful panel!

Leah Ruppanner: Gotta go to another meeting!! Thanks for organizing!!

Melissa Milkie: back part time or days

Melissa Milkie: not 40 hours

Laura Pineault: Exactly! Especially what we know from Sonnetag and Shockley's work on separation and having a “door that closes”.

Ipshita Pal: Thank you everyone! Very thought-provoking!

Brigid Schulte (she, her, hers): Thanks for all these wonderful presentations! So grateful for your work and research!

Yue Qian: Thank you so much for organizing it, for all the great presentations, and for coming!!

Lauren Ryan: Thanks so much for a super interesting event.

Michael Bator: Thank you!!